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• “New Push for ‘Oral Vaccines’ to Vaccinate People Using Food”
“There is a new push to vaccinate people using food. The programs and experiments on “oral 
vaccines” are described in scientific papers, and represent what some believe is the future of vaccines. 
The products can be grown through bio-engineered vegetables and have the effect of administering a 
vaccine when consumed.”
www.theepochtimes.com/new-push-for-oral-vaccines-to-vaccinate-people-using-food-30-percent-sales-
tax-may-end-income-tax_5024601.html 

• “A Flu Bug’s Worst Enemy, It Chews Them Up and Spits Them Out”
“Natural killer (NK) cells, a specific type of white blood cell, are an important component of your 
innate immune system. Your immune system consists of two different branches — cell-mediated 
immunity (innate) and humoral immunity (adaptive). When you contract a viral disease, the pathogen 
enters your body and infects your cells…Bump your levels of this to above 10% and you’ll make your 
body virtually flu-proof – causing these cells to basically chew up and spit out any infected cells it is in 
contact with.” Nine simple ways to ramp up your levels is supplied in the article.
www.theepochtimes.com/health/a-flu-bugs-worst-enemy-it-chews-them-up-and-spits-them-
out_4336040.html 

• “The AI Threat to America and Democracy”
“AI-enabled tech will be capable of surveilling, micro-targeting, and influencing democratic 
populations in ways that were previously impossible through traditional state monitoring and 
privately-developed social media algorithms. AI will be able to find minimum winning coalitions in n-
dimensional political space to determine short- and medium-term political goals, for example, and then
influence those populations through AI content production already on display in applications, such as 
DALL·E 2 for art, and Jasper, Writesonic, and Copy.ai, for everything from social media and chatbots 
to literature and scientific papers.”
www.theepochtimes.com/the-ai-threat-to-america-and-democracy_4956925.html 
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